
 

 

 
 Hartley Park 
Newsletter 

Dear family and friends 

Here we are now into the summer 

 

 months………..  

We have been busy again over the last couple months here at Hartley 
Park and an extra big Newsletter for you with lots of pictures to to 
browse over starting off with our annual Memorial Day on May 18th. 

                                              

 



 

 

 This year we decided to have a Butterfly release. We developed some 
of the Butterflies through the metamorphosis stages and fed them 
with flowers and nectar until the day that they would be set free.  

It was an emotional day with a reading from our Liaison officer at 
Emmanuelle church, then the list of our Friends and loved ones that 
have passed was read out and we then gently released our butterflies 
all together. Refreshments and cakes were once again provided by 
our wonderful kitchen Manager. All this to the beautiful sounds from 
the harpist playing the background. 

   

                                            



 

 

            

             

      

 

 

 

 

The Royal wedding  
The Royal wedding was celebrated in style here at Hartley park with all sorts of 
activities going on including watching the main event on the big screen then a 
fantastic buffet from our Kitchen manager.  



 

 

We all talked about it and discussed our own weddings and family gatherings. 
There was a member of staff’s old wedding dress and pageboys outfit on 
display with other accessories belonging to a wedding. With our own very 
special guest visiting us on the way to the Winsor Castle!!                                                                    

   

   

.    

 

We raised just over £84 from the generous donations you all put in the tube for 
small change that has been in reception .This will go towards funds for sensory 
items.  

 

Along with the Royal wedding One of our residents had the pleasure of giving 
his daughter away at her wedding. It was a very special day for all concerned 

and you have to admit Morrison Looked a very Smart and dapper Daddy for the 
big day. 

 

 



 

 

    

Thank you to Gill, Jade and Steve for giving up their day off to make sure it 
was a special day. 

Xoxoxoxoxox 

 

The summer has brought out lots of happiness 
in us all over the past couple of months and 

hope this continues with more fun and 
laughter. We have celebrated Birthdays 

,Armed forces day, trips out  and  making the 
most of the garden and lots more!! 

Here are some photo’s of the great times we 
have had during the past couple of 

months…………….. 
 



 

 

  

   

  

 



 

 

  

  

  

 

   

                                  ------------------------------------------------------- 

                                  Stoke Dameral Community School 

 



 

 

We have been involved with the College over the past year and have been 
visiting them to play croquet, this time it was on our own doorstep at the 

Croquet club the other side of Mannamead Rd so it was great that we could 
enjoy the good weather with some of the very interesting and polite students. 
They are a credit to the school and who looked after our residents with care 

and enthusiasm. We took lots of photos but due to Data protection we can only 
show a few without the children in at the moment. 

   

  

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

    

 

  

The world cup has brought us lots of discussion topics and we have had new 
things to learn and try. We had a Polish Day on the first match that Poland 

played where we tried some lovely dishes that two of our Polish staff made for 
us and we also listened to some traditional music and learnt a new dance . We 
had German sausage and Traditional dishes for other countries over the whole 

tournament thanks to the kitchen 

   



 

 

.      

Some intense looks on residents Faces waiting for the goals!!!!!! 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

 

Short joke for you  : 

Q: what do you call someone who stands in a goal and stops the ball from rolling away? 
A: Annette !!!!  

 

 

And DOG SHOW 

  
 A reminder about Our summer fayre  on 11th August . There will be plenty to do 
for both children and adults so please join us and bring your friends.  We are 
asking for donations for the bric a brac table please and contributions for the 
wine and water game.  Tables for anyone who would like to sell anything or 
show case their own little business are £15 per table.  

 

 



 

 

Not forgetting the all important RAFFLE!!Tickets are on sale and you can buy 

them from Activities, Administration or any of the Management team. There 
are some great prizes so please don’t miss out ! 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  

 

Two of Our residents have been presented with ipads from the Naval 
association after taking a short course with Active Plus and now going on to do 
a basic IT course at Improving Lives. We are hopefully going to be able to 
access more ipads for other residents as we get more involved with this project.  

More details to follow…. 

                               

 

                        Congratulations Mr Ron Nation and Mr Graham Rees 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Dates for you diary 
    
EVENT 
 

WHERE DATE TIME 

Ken and Tony 
sing on 
Guitars 

Hartley Park 15/07//18 2.30pm 

Devonport 
Apollo choir  

Hartley park 24/07/18 7.00pm 

Active plus 
session with 
Veterans 
Organisation 

Hartley park 25/07/18 At  10.00pm 

“Bring in the 
Beach” 

Hartley park 25/07/18 2.30pm 

May/June/Aug 
Birthday 
celebrations 

Hartley Park 26/07/18 2.30pm 

Neil Teby on 
his keyboard 

Hartley park 06/08/18 2.30pm 

Tranquil 
Moments 
Poems, Facts, 
singing 

Hartley park 07/08/18 11.15am 

Active Plus 
presentation  

Engage Hall 09/08/2018 10.00am 

Summer Fair 
and Dog show 

Hartley Park 11/08/2018 2.30pm 

“Amser “ 
Music and 
movement5 

Hartley park 14/08/18 11.00am 

Celebrate VJ 
day with 
reminiscence 

Hartley Park 15/08/18 2.30pm 

Rosie on 
Guitar 

Hartley Park 16/08/18 2.30pm 

Ken and Tony 
on guitars 

Hartley Park 24/08/2018 2.30pm 



 

 

England won 
world cup in 
66 Celebration 

Hartley Park  30/08/2018 All day 

Anniversary of 
WW2 start  

Hartley Park in 
the garden 

01/09/2018 2.30pm 

Neil Teby sings 
and plays 
keyboard 

Hartley Park  03/09/2018 2.30pm 

Ken and Tony 
on guitars 

Hartley Park 08/09/2018 2.30pm 

Food Tasting 
for Jewish 
New Year 

Hartley Park 09/09/2018 2.00pm 

Start of Bristh 
food fornight/ 
Community 
roast  

Hartley Park  23/09/2018 12.30pm 

 

                                                          

 

 

We are thinking of having a Photography competition to 
display in house before Xmas. If you are interested please 
Let Activities know by 11th August ( The Summer Fair )                 

 
 

 



 

 

We Hope that you are all having a 
fantastic Summer so far and that the sun 

shines for a while yet !! 

Our thanks again are huge for all your 
continuing support to us here at Hartley 

park. 

 

See you all at The summer Fair !!! 

 

 

 


